CRIME SOLVING: CAN YOU CORRECTLY REPORT WHAT YOU SAW?
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When someone has to report a crime, it is important that they describe the crime accurately. However, there can be many errors in their description because of the way memory works. There are three stages of memory that describe how we get information, keep it in memory, and then pull out that information to remember it. Unfortunately, because memory is not like a video camera that perfectly records our life events, errors can happen in all three memory stages. Memory can also be confused for other reasons, for example, when we try to identify a person of a different race. In this paper, we explain some of the errors that can happen across different stages of memory, and we suggest an activity you can do with your friends to see memory errors happen.

Do you see police officers around where you live? Being a police officer is a lot of hard work. Police officers help people, keep people safe, put criminals in prison, and sometimes they even put innocent people in prison. You may be thinking, “Do they really put innocent people in prison?” The answer is YES! Sometimes this can happen because people who try to help the police can accidently give the police the wrong information.
If you are at the same place where a criminal is and you see them run off with a lady’s purse, do you think you would be able to tell a police officer what the thief looked like? Reporting what you saw to the police is called an eyewitness account. Although accurately telling the officers what happened may seem easy, your eyewitness account can have mistakes. For example, in eyewitness accounts, people sometimes report that a criminal is taller than they actually are in real life [1]. Such error is a problem because police work can rely on eyewitness accounts to help solve some crimes. In order to understand why such eyewitness account errors happen, first we need to understand the stages of memory.

**STAGES OF MEMORY**

**Encoding** is the name for the first stage of memory, and it refers to getting information into memory. One factor that affects the information getting into memory is attention. For example, one study has shown that we often pay attention to the *action* or *object* instead of the details of the person [2]. To better understand this idea, imagine you were at the doctor’s office and a nurse walked into your room and said, “You have to get a vaccine.” She had a needle and syringe, used a germ-free wipe to clean your arm, and then she picked up the needle and said, “Relax.” At this point, most of us would not be able to “relax!” When you do not like getting a vaccination, you might feel stressed because it is hard to focus on anything other than the needle or the pain of getting a vaccine.

In the above example, it is likely that you were only able to encode certain parts of the event. Did the nurse knock before entering the room? Did she wash her hands? Were her gloves blue or white? It is hard to remember! Our brains only encode some of the available information in the world, not all of it. As a result, you are usually not able to get the information you do not pay direct attention to into memory. In the vaccination example, you may have been too focused on the needle to remember much else about the situation. In this scenario, your memory of the event might be incomplete because of where you were placing your attention during the event. This type of encoding error is one of the reasons why eyewitness accounts are not always correct.

**Storage** is the second stage of memory and refers to holding on to the information we have in memory. One factor that impairs storage is the passage of time. This is because the longer we wait to give an eyewitness account after an event, the more likely we are to forget some of the details. In one study, people were shown a video of a robbery that had a weapon involved [3]. Half of the people had to describe what happened in the video right after they watched it, and the other half had to wait a week before describing what happened. The people who waited a week to describe the video had worse memory than those who were asked to describe the video immediately after watching it.
Another factor that can affect memory at the storage stage is what we hear from other people around us. Our memory storage can be affected by extra information that we hear from others when they describe an event [4]. Going back to the doctor’s office example, let us suppose that later that afternoon your brother tells you what he remembers from the appointment. Your brother might say, “I loved the dolphins and sea turtle painted on the wall.” Because you heard your brother say this, even though you did not pay attention to the details of the wall, your brain may think that you remember paintings of dolphins and turtles on the wall. But, you learned this information after you arrived back home. If the information you hear from someone else is NOT accurate, that misinformation could make your memory of an event inaccurate.

**Retrieval**, the third stage of memory, is pulling out the information stored in your memory bank. The way questions are asked may affect your ability to accurately retrieve information and can change the memories you report.

In a well-known study, subjects were shown a video of a car accident [5]. In one version of the study, the subjects were asked how fast the cars were going when they *contacted* each other; while in another version of the study, they were asked how fast the cars were going when they *smashed* into each other (Figure 1). Importantly, both groups of subjects saw the same video, so their memory of how fast the cars were actually going could not have been different. However, this change in the words used during questioning led people to report that the cars were going faster when they heard the word *smashed* compared with when they heard the word *contacted*. The way the questions were asked changed the eyewitness accounts of the car accident. If this happens during a real-life eyewitness account, something as simple as the words used during questioning could change the outcome of the case!

Another memory error that can happen during retrieval is confusing one memory with another memory. This was demonstrated in a study where people were shown a video of a robbery [6]. The video included an innocent person. After the video, the people were asked to identify the criminal in a *lineup*. The people who watched the video with the innocent person were shown a lineup that did not have the actual criminal in it. The lineup *did* include the innocent person who was in the video, alongside some other people who were not in the video. The correct response was to report that none of the people in the lineup were the criminal. But, some people reported that the innocent person was the criminal. This happened because the people remembered seeing the innocent person before, so they chose that person in the lineup because none of the other people in the lineup looked familiar. In this example, some people retrieved the wrong familiar face from their memory and claimed that familiar person was guilty. If this happens during an eyewitness account, an innocent person could be sent to jail just because they had the bad luck of being stored in the eyewitness’ memory!
THE OTHER-RACE EFFECT

We have described how memory processes can have errors, leading to circumstances in which a police officer might arrest an innocent person. There are many other sources of memory error. For example, someone’s skin color also provides a clue to whether his or her face will be memorable. This is called the other-race effect [7], and it means that eyewitnesses are better at identifying criminals if the eyewitness is the same race1 as the criminal. For example, a Caucasian person is better at recognizing Caucasian faces, and an African–American person is better at recognizing African–American faces. This means that police officers should be extra cautious in believing other-race eyewitnesses.

CONCLUSION

We often wish that memory acted like a video camera, recording and saving files exactly as they occurred in real life. In this article, we explained some of
the many factors that can affect the accuracy of memory. Often, we are not even aware when our memory is being damaged. The next time someone asks you how confident you are about something you remember, we hope you think of this article.

**ACTIVITY: GIVE AN EYEWITNESS ACCOUNT**

Do you want to demonstrate that memory is surprisingly inaccurate? Team up with your teacher and ask her to give your fellow students a surprise memory test. After you come back from music class, the teacher can ask the students in your class to write down everything the music teacher was wearing. For example, was the music teacher wearing a watch? What did it look like? Even though the students were looking at the music teacher for the last 45 min or so, most of the students will not be able to remember the details of the music teacher’s outfit. This surprise memory test is a lot like giving an eyewitness account of a crime. Most people do not realize they are about to witness a crime and will need to remember everything they are about to see.
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